Three-dimensional computer model of the entire human heart for simulation of reentry and tachycardia: gap phenomenon and Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome.
A computer model of the entire human heart has been developed for simulation of the excitation and repolarization process. Spatial distribution of refractory periods and conduction velocities in the different cardiac tissues, the anisotropy of conduction in the ventricles, and the cycle length dependence of refractory periods and conduction velocities are taken into account. The algorithm calculating the activation process is based on a modified version of Huygen's principle for constructing wavefronts. This study presents simulations concerning the gap phenomenon of the conduction system and the initiation of tachycardias in a heart with Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome. Results are compared for different basic cycle lengths and for normal and prolonged refractory periods in the His-Purkinje system. The gap phenomenon was found to be present only when using the prolonged refractory periods in the His-Purkinje-system at a cycle length of 700 ms. Induction of tachycardia by a single extrastimulus in the high right atrium in a heart with a bidirectionally conducting accessory pathway is possible by properly timed extrastimuli. The coupling interval of the stimulus for initiating a reentrant tachycardia depends on the cycle length, the conduction velocities and the set of refractory periods used. The same parameters determine whether or not a gap phenomenon in atrioventricular conduction occurs. The model may be useful for investigating similar questions concerning the reentry phenomena of tachycardia.